
 

 
Abstract—Melt-textured large grain high temperature 

superconducting materials have a characteristic feature so as to 
trap the magnetic fields applied from outside, and act as quasi 
permanent magnets yielding intense magnetic fields which reach 
the values of several T in the open space above the sample surface. 
The performances of the magnets have been precisely investigated 
when intense pulse magnetic fields generated by feeding the 
currents up to 9.12 kA to the pulse coil settled around a cylindrical 
bulk magnet. In the experiment a condenser bank with large 
capacitances of 40-120 mF has been adapted to apply the magnetic 
fields up to 8.44 T to the Gd-Ba-Cu-O-based bulk magnet with the 
size of 30 mm in diameter. The performance of the trapped field 
has reached 3.28 T on the sample surface. The magnetic fields 
successively invading into the sample in the process called IMRA 
method have been investigated with respect to the behaviors of the 
magnetic flux in the sample. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
igh t emperature s uperconductors composed of  c-axis 
oriented melt-processed REBa2Cu3Oy (RE=Y, S m, G d, 

Dy, E u; abbreviated as RE123) m aterials containing 
RE2BaCuO5 (RE211) fine p articles act as  quasi-permanent 
magnets when they trap the applied magnetic field from outside 
[1, 2]. We call the magnets as “bulk magnets” in this paper. The 
performances of trapped f ields of  t he superconducting bu lk 
magnets have been greatly improved by fabricating large and 
homogeneous m aterial, which exhibit what we cal l single 
domain distributions in the magnetic field mapping [3, 4].  

Thanks to the progress in sample fabrication coupled with 
mechanical reinforcement techniques, very high trapped fields 
of t he b ulk superconductors have b een ach ieved [ 5, 6 ]. The 
development of compact refrigerators has also encouraged us to 
utilize bulk magnets at as low temperatures as 20-40 K, since Jc 
and trapped fields are known to be significantly enhanced with 
lowering temperature [7]. The authors have been emphasizing 
the i mportance o f adopting r efrigerators t o keep t he 
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superconductivity i nstead o f us ing c ryogen s uch a s l iquid 
nitrogen, since the handling of cryogen requires us complicated 
skills and does not fit the widespread industries [8].  

The trapped field abilities thus referred ar e generally 
obtained by the field cooling method (hereafter abbreviated as 
FC). The pulsed field magnetization (PFM) method is known as 
an easier and compact way than FC, and is also well known that 
the flux motion in the sample causes the local heat generation, 
raises the temperature, lowers the critical current density, and 
subsequently degrades the trapped field ability [9]. To suppress 
heat generation, many attempts have been made, including the 
development o f t he p resent multi-PFM t echnique named 
iteratively magnetizing p ulsed field operation w ith r educing 
amplitudes (IMRA) [10], locating yoke pieces around a bulk 
superconductor [ 11], a nd r epeating p ulses with step-wise 
cooling [12]. In 2005, a smart process called MMPSC as a kind 
of PFM processes derived the ma ximum performance o f 
trapped field of 5.2 T, which was conducted by Fujishiro et al. 
[13, 1 4]. In t he way, the heat g eneration would h ave be en 
suppressed by means of applying iterative pulsed fields at two 
temperature ranges in the course of magnetizing processes.  

In t he former experiments thus reported, the pulsed 
magnetic flux densities of up to 6 T have been usually given to 
the s amples. Since it i s e xpected th at i ntense applied f ields 
more than 7 T must be required to obtain the trapped fields of 
exceeding 5 T, the authors intended to prepare a small-sized 
pulse c oil, a  small b ulk magnet with a  s ize o f 3 0 mm in  
diameter, and a condenser bank with large capacitances up to 
120 mF to generate such intense magnetic fields. In the study, 
we ai m to evaluate the experimental data of t he trapped 
magnetic f ields, and th eir d istributions, a nd resultant 
temperature r ises after ev ery ap plication of pulsed m agnetic 
fields, and discuss on the behaviors of the magnetic flux in the 
sample and resultant heat generation during and after the PFM 
operations. 
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Fig. 1  Gd 123 superconducting bulk magnet with a size of 30 mm in 
diameter and 10 mm in thickness.  
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II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE  

A. Experimental equipments  
A Gd-Ba-Cu-O b ulk magnet (Tc = 90 K) which was 

manufactured b y Nippon S teel C o. was ad apted t o the 
experiments, as shown in Fig. 1. The dimensions are 30 mm in 
diameter an d 1 0 mm i n t hickness. As t he sample s ize w as 
chosen t o be smaller than t hose of former P FM o r F C 
experiments so as to generate the s tronger magnetic f ields of 
more than 7 T [8-10]. The bulk magnet shown in the figure was 
actually installed to the compact bulk magnet system composed 
of the GM refrigerator (AISIN SEIKI Co., GR-103), as shown 
in Fig. 2, and cooled to the nominal temperature of 30 K . An 
illustrated s tructure of t he to tal s ystem is s hown i n F ig. 3, 
containing t he magnetizing e lectrical c ircuit composed of  a 
condenser ba nk, a  s hunt r esister, a nd a  p ulse c oil which i s 
dipped in the liquid nitrogen vessel to reduce the resistance by 

cooling it  to 77  K [8-10]. It is noted that t he iron yokes are 
couples with the bulk magnet to attract and lead the magnetic 
flux into the sample during the field application [11].  The coil 
constant is 0.925 mT/A. 

B. Iterative PFM procedures  
The PFM processes are conducted after a kind of the IMRA 

methods. The sequential profiles are referred elsewhere [8-10]. 
As shown in Table 1, a certain profile composed of successive 
ten pulses was determined to choose as a typical one. At first, 
an experiment w as planned t o be  ope rated sequentially b y 
applying magnetic f ields Bex in o rder w ith use of  a 40 m F 
condenser bank. The trapped field distributions were estimated 
ten times after each pulse application by a Hall sensor (F. W. 
Bell, BHA921) scanning just above the vacuum chamber (z = 
0.6 mm) with a 2 mm pitch and an interval of 1 s.  The distance 
between t he Hall sensor a nd t he b ulk magnet surface w as 
designed to be 3 mm. 

C. Iterative PFM with varying capacitances  
The second experiment was conducted with varying the 

capacitances of the condenser bank from 40 mF to 120 mF to 
estimate t he field tr apping performances i n t he r egion more 
intense magnetic field than 7 T. Five magnetic pulses Bex (#1 - 
#5) which correspond to the first ha lf o f ten pulses shown in 
Table 1 were applied in order by feeding the currents up to 9.12 
kA. As ev ery cap acitance is d ifferent in each  ex perimental 
process, the applied magnetic fields do not coincide with those 
in the table. The rise times of pulse fields, which are dominated 
by capacitances, were measured typically to be 5.3 ms and 6.6 
ms when the capacitances were adjusted to 40 mF and 80 mF, 
respectively. The temperatures were measured just on the cold 
stage behind the bulk sample and iron yoke in the vessel. A Hall 
sensor (F. W. Bell, BHT921) has measured the magnetic flux 
densities a t t he s urface centre o f the bulk magnet during a nd 
after the pulse applications. 

 
  

TABLE 1. MAGNITIZAING PROCEDURE BY IMRA METHOD
Sequential 
pulse No.

Magnetizing 
voltage (V)

Applied magnetic 
field Bex (T)

# 1 500 3.98

# 2 550 4.29

# 3 800 6.36

# 4 700 5.58

# 5 650 5.21

# 6 600 4.98

# 7 550 4.35

# 8 500 3.89

# 9 400 3.17

# 10 300 2.24

C = 40 mF

Fig. 2 Strong magnetic field generator equipped with GM refrigerator 
which cooled to the bulk magnet to 30 K in the vacuum chamber.  

Fig. 3 Schematic illustration of inside structure of bulk magnet system 
equipped with GM refrigerator and the magnetizing circuit system.  
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

A. Iterative PFM procedures  
Figure 4 shows the tr apped f ield d istribution maps which 

were obtained b y applying magnetic fields in t he r ange f rom 
2.24 to 6.36 T with use of 40 mF condenser bank. The trapped 
fields Bz, along the bulk axis and c-axis, were measured in the 
open space outside the vacuum chamber after each application 
of ten magnetic pulse fields, following the IMRA profile shown 
in T able 1 . We o bviously r ecognize the difference between 
M-shape distributions for the #1 and #2 pulse applications and 
conical shapes for those later than the #3. Although the invasion 
of m agnetic flux is strongly restricted within the periphery 
region of the sample at the beginning of the process, they jump 
into the centre portion and magnetize the whole sample after 
when the third pulse was applied (Bex = 6.36 T). Meanwhile, we 
do not observe any substantial changes in the distribution maps 

for t he #6 - #10 pulses. T his i mplies t hat further fi eld 
applications never cause any changes to the existing fluxoids 
which dwells in the sample in spite of applying intense fields 
more t han 5 T . As will b e d iscussed b elow, h owever, t his 
hypothesis is  in consistent with th e r esults derived f rom t he 
experiments with u se o f a co ndenser bank equipped by  t he 
higher capacitances. The maximum trapped fields have reached 
1.54 T when the #7 pulse was fed.  

B.  Iterative PFM with varying capacitances  
Further estimations were carried out by applying the pulsed 

fields o f the #1 - #5. The results are shown in Figs. 5  and 6 . 
Figure 5  s hows t he trapped magnetic f ields measured at  the 
centre of t he s ample surface, which a re plotted against t he 
applied fields as a function of the condenser capacitances. The 
IMRA method was operated in the same manner as the former 
profile. The f irst pulse of 500  V which is  led from 40 m F 
condenser bank cannot invade into the sample at all, meanwhile, 
as for the cases of over 100 m F every first pulse succeeds in 
arriving at very ce ntre o f t he s ample. F igure 6  s hows the 
differences in the first pulse motions between 80 mF and 100 
mF, respectively. The resultant trapped field by 100 mF is more 
than 2 times larger than that by 80 mF. Although the first pulse 
is repelled showing “M-shape” in the region less than 5 T, as 
noted in former section and as reported in ref [14], while the 
invading fluxoids are allowed to arrive at the centre portion of 
the magnet when the applied field exceeds 6 T. Although the 
changes of trapped fields after the strongest field applications 
are s imilar i n every p rofile i n F ig. 5 , we o bserve significant 
enhancements in the higher region than 7 T when the applied 
fields change their direction to reduce.  

 The capacitance dependence of trapped field is shown in Fig. 
7 by rearranging the data derived from Fig. 5. We can clearly 
see a couple of typical jumps which correspond to the invading 
flux behaviours from M - to conical shape i n t he lower field 
region less than 80 mF and those from conical to conical in the 
higher r egion o f o ver 1 00 m F. Taking a l ook a t 60  mF, f or 
example, the trapped flux density jumps up from 0.2 T to 2.2 T 
and the changes in the reducing way after this jump are small. 
In contrast, as for the case of 100 mF, although the trapped field 
already exhibits a conical shape, it jumps up from 2.0 T to 3.2 T 

Fig. 4 Distributions of the trapped magnetic flux density magnetized 
in the process of IMRA method.  
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Fig. 5 Evolutions of trapped magnetic flux density on the surface 
center of the bulk magnet as a function of condenser capacitance 
when t he m agnetizing was s equentially operated, 500, 550, 800, 
700, and 650V. 
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Fig. 6 Distribution of trapped magnetic flux density after the first 500V (#1) 
pulse application with different capacitance  (a) 80 and (b) 100 mF 
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in their reducing way o f IMRA method. Thus, one can guess 
the f lux m otions m ust be quite different between before and 
after exposing to the intense fields of over several T. 

Figure 8 shows the temperature changes against the applied 
magnetic fields in the IMRA method. The heat generation is 
almost p roportional to  th e a pplied f ields in  s pite o f v arious 
conditions and histories of field applications and trappings. It is 
obvious that the total energy brought by pulsed magnetic field 
into the sample must perfectly depend on applied whole energy, 
and t he e nergy must thoroughly change into t he heat a nd 
attribute to the temperature rises. Existing magnetic flux in the 
sample before every pulsed field application never takes any 
roles to  suppress t he heat generation. This implies that t he 
applied e nergy i s a bsorbed in the system i n every magnetic 
field application, and then gives the sample substantial heating, 
resultantly showing us steep summits after curving the existing 
trapped field distributions. Although it is not clarified why the 
highest tr apped f ield has been greatly i mproved in  th eir 
reducing stage of IMRA method after applying the field of over 
8 T, yet, we believe that a certain novel mechanisms must lead 
us to obtain the further magnetic performances by PFM 
operation in high field region.  

IV. CONCLUSIONS  
The PFM process was operated in the high field region of 

over 7  T an d t he f ield t rapping p roperties were p recisely 
estimated as a function of condenser capacitance. The invading 
magnetic f lux t o t he sample s hows d ifferent b ehaviours 
showing s ignificant j umps b etween t he ap plied f ield r egions 
lower and higher than 7 T.  The temperature rises of every pulse 
application are shown to be pr oportional with increasing 
applied field. This means that the total energy thrown into the 
HTS b ulk s ample must c hange t o t he he at, a nd t he e xisting 
magnetic distribution never suppress the heat generation. The 
magnetic p erformances have reached 3.28 T at t he s urface 
centre of the bulk magnet when the PFM was operated by the 
magnetic field less than 8.21 T with use of 100 mF condenser. 
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Fig. 8 Temperature changes versus applied magnetic flux density with 
various capacitance of pulse field generator. 

Fig. 7 Capacitance dependence of t rapped magnetic f lux density as a 
function of applied pulses 
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